PT. LOTUS INDAH TEXTILE INDUSTRIES

COMPANY
NAME
PT. LOTUS INDAH TEXTILE INDUSTRIES
COUNTRY
INDONESIA
CITY (OFFICE)
SURABAYA
PARENT COMPANY
TOLARAM GROUP, SINGAPORE
PRODUCTION FACILITIES
JL. RAYA NGANJUK – KERTOSONO, DESA KEDUNGSUKO KECAMATAN SUKOMORO, NGANJUK - INDONESIA Tel : (+62) 889 309 1555
URL (WEB - SITE)
http://www.lotusindah.com

QUALITY SYSTEMS & CERTIFICATIONS
QUALITY STANDARD & CERTIFICATION
IN HOUSE QUALITY TESTING LABORATORY
ACTIVE, WELL ESTABLISHED (UT-5)

PRODUCT (SPUN YARNS)

100% Polyester Spun Yarn Semidull (Ring Spun)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 2.5 TO Ne 20 (SINGLE, TFO DOUBLE & MULTIFOLD)
FIBRE
TIFICO (1.3 D X 38 MM SEMI DULL)
MULTIFOLD RANGE
3 TO 24 PLY
PACKAGE SIZE
1.47 KG TO 6.00 KG
MULTIFOLD YARN
UPTO 6 KGS (MEASURED LENGTH)
APPLICATIONS
KNITTING, WEAVING

100% Polyester Spun Yarn High Tenacity Semidull (Ring)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 2.5 TO Ne 20 (SINGLE, TFO DOUBLED)

100% Polyester Spun Yarn Semidull (Open End)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 4 TO Ne 20 (SINGLE, TFO DOUBLE & MULTIFOLD)
FIBRE
SINGLE, TFO, MULTIFOLD, SLUB, DYE TUBE
OPEN END YARN
BIRLA (BRIGHT)
APPLICATIONS
CARETS, UPHOLSTRY, MATTRESS TICKING

100% Rayon Spun Yarn Bright (Ring Spun)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 10 TO Ne 30 (SINGLE, TFO DOUBLE & MULTIFOLD)
APPLICATIONS
SEWING THREADS, BAG CLOSING THREAD, VERTICAL BLINDS, AWNINGS, FIREHOSE, FILTERS, INDUSTRIAL CONVEYOR BELTS, COATED FABRICS, CAR SEATS, GUM TAPE BACKING, EMERY PAPER BACKING CLOTH, FISHING NETS, FRUITS & VEGETABLE COVERING

100% Rayon Spun Yarn Bright (Open End)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 20 TO 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (BRIGHT)

100% Rayon Spun Yarn Bright (MVS - Vortex)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (BRIGHT)

100% Modal Spun Yarn (Ring & MVS)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING)
APPLICATIONS
BIRLA

100% Tencel Spun Yarn (Ring)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 16 ~ 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING & UNWAXED FOR WEAVING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (1.50 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.20 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.15 D X 38 MM)

100% Tencel Spun Yarn (MVS - Vortex)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 16 ~ 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING & UNWAXED FOR WEAVING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (1.50 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.20 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.15 D X 38 MM)

100% Tencel Spun Yarn (Ring)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 16 ~ 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING & UNWAXED FOR WEAVING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (1.50 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.20 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.15 D X 38 MM)

100% Tencel Spun Yarn (Ring)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 16 ~ 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING & UNWAXED FOR WEAVING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (1.50 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.20 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.15 D X 38 MM)

100% Tencel Spun Yarn (Ring)
COUNT RANGE
Ne 16 ~ 30 (WAXED FOR KNITTING & UNWAXED FOR WEAVING)
APPLICATIONS
LENZING (1.50 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.20 D X 38 MM)
LENZING (1.15 D X 38 MM)

YARN DYED SUPPLY
WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY YARN DYED PRODUCTS IN 100% POLYESTER, SINGLE, TFO & MULTIFOLD

PACKING
CARTONS, PALLETS (SHRINK WRAPPED)

BULK ORDER
35 ~ 45 DAYS (EX MILL)

MACHINES
EUROPEAN & JAPANESE MACHINE COMBINATION

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES
STEAMING, OILING, PRECISION WINDING, JUMBO PACKAGE SIZE (UPTO 6 KGS)

MARKETS
CURRENT MARKETS
USA, CANADA, BRAZIL, ARGENTINA, COLOMBIA, MEXICO, SPAIN, ITALY, GERMANY, UK, PORTUGAL, DENMARK, NETHERLANDS, POLAND, TURKEY, NIGERIA, GHANA, MOROCCO, AUSTRALIA, NEW, THAILAND, SOUTH KOREA, TAIWAN, PHILIPPINES, HONGKONG, MALAYSIA, INDIA, & BANGLADESH

CONTACT
PRESIDENT DIRECTOR & CEO
MR ARVIND GUPTA Email : arvind.gupta@tolaram.com
DIRECTOR (MARKETING)
MR R K RAMPAL Email : rohit.rampal@tolaram.com
DY. GM (MARKETING)
MR NAVEEN Email : naveen@tolaram.com
DY. GM (MARKETING)
MR VISHWANATH Email : ps.vishwanath@tolaram.com